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Within the Exascale Co-design Center for Materials in Extreme 
Environments (ExMatEx), we have initiated an early and deep 
collaboration between domain (computational materials) scientists, 
applied mathematicians, computer scientists, and hardware architects, in 
order to establish the relationships between algorithms, software stacks, 
and architectures needed to enable exascale-ready materials science 
application codes within the next decade. We anticipate that we will be 
able to exploit hierarchical, heterogeneous architectures to achieve more 
realistic large-scale simulations with adaptive physics refinement, and are 
using tractable application scale-bridging proxy application testbeds to 
assess new approaches to resilience, OS/runtime and execution models, 
and power management.  The current scale-bridging strategies 
accumulate (or recompute) a distributed response database from fine-
scale calculations (tasks), in a top-down rather than bottom-up multiscale 
approach. I will demonstrate this approach and our initial assessments, 
using simplified proxies to encapsulate the expected scale-bridging 
workload and workflow.!
!

Abstract"
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M. Stan, Materials Today 12(11), 20 (2009) 

Computational materials science involves a 
hierarchy of length and time scales"
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• Subscale models (e.g. interatomic potentials, equation of 
state and strength models) are developed from a 
combination of theory, experiment, and simulation.!
–  The specific combination depends on the developer, and may 

involve as much art as science.!

Traditional approach to subscale models: 
“sequential multiscale”"

Theory"

Experiment"

Calculations"

Do not open!
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Example: “sequential” multiscale strength model"
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Example: “sequential” multiscale strength model"
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Example: “sequential” multiscale strength model"
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Example: “sequential” multiscale strength model"
N. Barton et al, “A multiscale strength model for extreme 
loading conditions,” J. Appl. Phys. 109, 073501 (2011) 
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•  Information is passed up a hierarchy of coupled length/time 
scales via a sequence of subscale models and parameters.!

• This relies upon understanding how phenomena at shorter 
length/time scales control the behavior at longer length/time 
scales.!

• Model complexity (and uncertainty) grows with each new 
physical mechanism.!
–  E.g. adding twinning and/or phase transformations to dislocation-

based strength model!
– May need to account for coupling/competition between different 

physical processes!
– How does one include path (history) dependence (e.g., what is the 

strength of a material that has melted and then recrystallized?)!

Limitations of “sequential” multiscale approach"
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J. Chem. Phys.!
27, 1208 (1957)!

J. Chem. Phys.!
27, 1207 (1957)!

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used 
for >55 years."
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7 Oct 2009 

2009: Berni Alder awarded the National Medal of 
Science"
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“Computational experiments, then, furnish a useful and also an 
entertaining method of arriving at new physical insights. They have 

already demonstrated that they can supplement laboratory experiment 
and theory, and eventually they may equal them in importance.” 

ABC è AB + C 

Scientific American 
211, 100-108 (1964)  

Early 1960s: MD on LASL/IBM “Stretch”"
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14!1 ns! 10 ns!

nc-Al (davg = 20 nm)!

EAM potential!

up = ±50 m/s!

(100 nm)2 x 200 nm!

138 million atoms!

in situ analysis/viz!

!

Molecular dynamics simulation of high-speed 
sliding friction (Cielo, Sequoia)"

Jim Hammerberg (LANL), Jacqueline Milhans (Northwestern), Ramon Ravelo (UTEP)!
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[100]bcc!

Science 296, 1681 (2002) 
Phys Rev B 72, 064120 (2005) 

Phys Rev Lett 98, 135701 (2007) 

Molecular dynamics simulations have revealed 
underlying unit processes during shock loading."
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5.4 GPa" 26 GPa"

Unshocked bcc!
Compressed bcc!

hcp product!

2005: First direct confirmation of the Fe α-ε 
transition via in situ X-ray diffraction"
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1012 photons/pulse!

Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) 
setup for shock experiments!

Despina Milathianaki et al, Science 342, 220 (11 October 2013)!

New light sources such as LCLS and APS are providing 
unprecedented spatio-temporal resolution."
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Initial shock experiments at LCLS exhibit excellent 
agreement with MD simulation predictions for Cu(111)"

A peak compressive strain ~18% is reached before the onset of plastic flow!

Milathianaki et al, Science 342, 220 (2013)!

Dupont and Germann, Phys Rev B 86, 134111 (2012) !
“…the yield stress of the material is in excellent agreement with MD simulations 
in single crystal Cu at a strain rate of (109 s−1) and for uniaxial compression along 
the [111] direction, thus confirming the considerably higher yield stress values 
predicted by simulations compared with those extracted from nanosecond shock 
experiments on samples of >>1-µm thickness.”!
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“First, the stress also serves as a direct test of supercomputer simulations that model how metals 
behave. The better the data that goes in, the more reliable are the results that come out. That's 
important in trying to model the exact behavior of metals under stress, say the crash of a car or 
the impact of a bullet into armor. And it's especially important for the Office of Science, since 
several of its labs are home to world-class supercomputers, which researchers are using for 
everything from simulating the 'subatomic soup' of the early universe to modeling air turbulence 
and thereby improving airplane performance.!

Those better metal models could, in turn, lead to the design of even stronger and more 
durable materials. And those materials might come in handy for technologies that operate 
in extreme environments, such as shielding for satellites and space probes. They'll likely 
be useful in more everyday applications too.”"

Nov 2013"
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“…if you look at where cracks develop in metals they always develop at 
the grain boundary. If you look at where corrosion occurs, it’s at a grain 
boundary. If you look at the effect on materials of aging, you gather a lot of 
chemical contaminants at the grain boundary.” – Donald Cook, NNSA 
Deputy Administrator for Defense Programs (Physics Today, Nov 2013)!

Materials dynamics issues are also important to 
NNSA’s weapons mission."
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“With the advent of exascale computing, the possibility exists to 
achieve predictive capabilities to manipulate microstructure and 

interfaces, at the grain scale, to enable the design and 
development of extreme environment tolerant advanced materials.” 

– Scientific Grand Challenges for National Security report"

Understanding the response of materials to extreme 
conditions underpins many DOE missions."
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•  Direct non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation matching time 
and length scales of planned LCLS experiments !
–  ~1-2 µm thick nanocrystalline samples (Cu, Ti, Fe, Ta), ~400 nm grain size!
–  Laser drive: 10-20 ps rise time, 150 ps duration!
–  50 fs duration X-ray “snapshot” interrogation pulses at 10 ps intervals!

Exascale use case: competing dislocation, twinning, and/
or phase transitions under shock loading"

NEMD 
simulation 
of shocked!
nc-Ta on 
Cielito!

(R. Ravelo, 
LANL/
UTEP) !

10x	  system	  size	  (1011	  atoms)	  
1	  µm	  x	  1	  µm	  x	  2	  µm,	  400	  nm	  grain	  size	  
	  
More	  accurate	  MGPT	  poten?al:	  100x	  	  
3	  weeks	  on	  exascale	  system	  

EAM	  poten?al,	  200	  nm	  grain	  size	  
1010	  atoms	  (0.5	  µm	  x	  0.5	  µm	  x	  1.5	  µm)	  
Simula?on	  ?me:	  4	  nsec	  (106	  steps)	  
Wall	  clock:	  2	  days	  on	  Mira	  (½	  Sequoia)	  

What we can do today (INCITE):"
What is required:"
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Clock speeds and bandwidths will not 
increase substantially, so the timescale 

and physics fidelity challenges are 
becoming increasingly critical."
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accessible by MD!

Current trends will increase the length 
scales accessible by molecular dynamics simulations 
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•  Few domain scientists have the extended 
expertise “from hardware to application” 
to enable applications to run at exascale 
(1018 flops/sec).!

•  Success on the next generation(s) of 
machines will require extensive 
collaboration between domain scientists, 
applied mathematicians, computer 
scientists, and hardware manufacturers.!

Computational co-design is a process by which computer science, 
applied math, and domain science experts work together to enable 
scientific discovery"

Hardware is changing dramatically!
–  Increased concurrency!
–  Increased heterogeneity!
–  Reduced memory per core!
–  “Business as usual” is not going 

to work!

Algorithms and methods will have to be 
rethought / revisited for an era where:!

–  Floating point operations (“flops”) are 
(almost always) free!

–  Memory is at a premium!
–  Power is a constraint !
–  Resiliency is a challenge!
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•  ExMatEx is one of three* DOE/SC/ASCR co-design centers ($4M/year 
x 5 years) begun in August 2011!

Large scale collaborations between national labs, academia, vendors!
*Others are: CESAR (ANL/reactors), ExaCT (SNL-CA/combustion)!

•  Goal: to establish the relationships between algorithms, software stack, 
and architectures needed to enable exascale-ready science 
applications!

•  Coordinated with related NNSA/ASC tri-lab co-design efforts!

Exascale Co-Design Center for Materials in Extreme 
Environments 

31	  

Director: Tim Germann (LANL) 
Deputy Director: Jim Belak (LLNL)"



Fall ASCAC Meeting 
November 18, 2013 

Exascale Computing  
Proposed Timeline 

7 



Fall ASCAC Meeting 
November 18, 2013 

Fast Forward Projects 
Fast Forward 

– Jointly funded by SC & NNSA 
– Two year contracts, started July 1, 2012 

Project Goals & Objectives  
– Initiate partnerships with multiple companies to accelerate the R&D of critical 

technologies needed for extreme-scale computing.  
– Fund technologies targeted for productization in the 5–10 year timeframe. 

Vendor SCOPE Value 

AMD Processor / Memory $12,600,000 

IBM Memory $10,476,714 

Intel Processor / Memory $18,963,437 

NVIDIA Processor $12,398,893 

WhamCloud (Intel) Storage & I/O $7,996,053 

Total $62,435,097 

10 



Fall ASCAC Meeting 
November 18, 2013 

Design Forward Projects 
• Design Forward 

– Jointly funded by SC & NNSA 
– Two year contracts, started Fall 2013 
– $25.4 Million in Contracts 

• Project Goals & Objectives  
– Initiate partnerships with multiple companies to accelerate the R&D of interconnect 

architectures for future extreme-scale computers.  
– Fund technologies targeted for productization in the 5–10 year timeframe. 

• Projects Funded 
– AMD: interconnect architectures and associated execution models 
– Cray: open network protocol standards 
– IBM: energy-efficient interconnect architectures and messaging models  
– Intel: interconnect architectures and implementation approaches 
– NVIDIA: interconnect architectures for massively threaded processors. 

11 
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•  Coordinated efforts of Domain Scientists, Computer Scientists and 
Hardware Developers!

Co-design requires an ongoing feedback between 
application, architecture, and middleware developers"

Application Co-design Centers!

Fast Forward!
Design Forward!

X-Stack!
Exascale OS/R!



Bill Dally’s view of Co-Design (ISC`13 keynote)"
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System 
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Runtime 
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Domain/Alg 
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System Design"
Application Design"

Co-design requires an ongoing feedback between 
application, architecture, and middleware developers"
Workflow of Co-design between 
Application Co-design Centers, 

hardware vendors, and the 
broader research community!
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ExMatEx Co-Design Project Goal"
•  Our goal is to establish the interrelationship 

between hardware, middleware (software stack), 
programming models, and algorithms required to 
enable a productive exascale environment for 
multiphysics simulations of materials in extreme 
mechanical and radiation environments.!

•  We will exploit, rather than avoid, the greatly 
increased levels of concurrency, heterogeneity, 
and flop/byte ratios on the upcoming exascale 
platforms. !

•  This task-based approach leverages the extensive concurrency and 
heterogeneity expected at exascale while enabling fault tolerance within 
applications. !

•  The programming models and approaches developed to achieve this will be 
broadly applicable to a variety of multiscale, multiphysics applications, 
including astrophysics, climate and weather prediction, structural engineering, 
plasma physics, and radiation hydrodynamics.!
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(1) Demonstrating and delivering a prototype scale-bridging 
materials science application based upon adaptive 
physics refinement.!

!
!
(2)  Identifying the requirements for the exascale ecosystem 

that are necessary to perform computational materials 
science simulations (both single- and multi-scale).!

All ExMatEx activities are focused on the two 
ultimate objectives."
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Code: Qbox/
LATTE!
!
Motif: Particles 
and 
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DFT, 
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!
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structures"
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Macro-scale 
material 

response!

Seven pillars of computational materials science"
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Resolu?on:	  1012	  zones	  (10	  cm	  cube)	  
Simula?on	  ?me:	  100	  µsec	  (105	  steps)	  
Strain	  rate:	  106	  /sec	  
Strain:	  1-‐3	  
	  
Using	  Small	  Strain	  Crystal	  Plas?city	  Model:	  
~104	  sec	  (~3	  h)	  wall	  clock	  on	  109	  cores	  
	  
Large	  Strain	  Crystal	  Plas?city	  Model:	  10x	  
	  
Twinning	  /	  Scale	  Bridging	  Model:	  100x	  

Use Case: Shaped-charge jets, breakup and 3D effects 
(e.g. spinning) require crystal plasticity and anisotropy"

slow	  glide	  

ALE3D	  simula?on	  of	  shaped-‐charge	  jet	  	  
(Rose	  McCallen,	  LLNL)	  	  

Δε ≥1

Δε = 0.15

Crystal	  plas?city	  simula?on	  of	  high	  rate	  
deforma?on	  (Nathan	  Barton,	  LLNL)	  
Model:	  Small	  Strain	  Crystal	  Plas?city	  
Number	  Zones:	  107	  (100	  micron	  cube)	  
Simula?on	  ?me:	  10	  µsec	  (104	  steps)	  
Strain	  rate:	  106	  /sec	  
Strain:	  0.15	  
Wall	  Clock:	  1	  day	  on	  1/10	  Cielo	  

What we 
can do 
today:"

What is required:"
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• Proxy applications are a primary mechanism for 
collaboration between hardware architects, computer 
scientists, and domain scientists 

• Proxy apps representing the workflow have been an 
effective mechanism for: 
–  Identifying language/compiler weaknesses 
–  Indicating bottlenecks that more complex computational 

workflows may have (vs. conventional benchmarks)  
– Providing tractable application testbeds for new approaches to 

resilience, OS/runtime/execution models, power management, 
… 

– Evaluating alternative programming models, e.g. task-based 
execution models & runtimes 

• Open-source Mantevo suite 
– Sandia National Laboratories 
  + AWE, LANL, LLNL, NVIDIA 

Proxy applications are central to co-design"
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•  Single-scale proxies primarily address 
node-level SPMD issues:!
–  Microscale: CoMD!

»  Molecular dynamics; particle-based!
–  Mesoscale: VPFFT, CoGL!

»  Crystal plasticity, phase field; regular 
Eulerian grids (Fourier- & real-space 
alternatives)!

–  Macroscale: LULESH!
»  Shock hydro; unstructured Lagrangian 

mesh!
•  CoMD and LULESH are two of the small 

set (~6) of compact applications that 
several of the vendor FastForward 
teams are focusing on as part of their 
projects.!

•  Several hackathons and deep dives 
have enhanced this collaboration.!

Our focus during the first 18 months was establishing 
the initial suite of single-scale SPMD proxy apps. "
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Proxy apps are being used to identify critical 
features of programming models"
The single-scale proxy apps developed in Year 1, primarily CoMD and 
LULESH, were used as the primary vehicle for the co-design process, 
notably several “hackathons” with vendor and X-stack partners.!
From these activities, and exploration of various node and component-
level programming models, several critical features were identified.  
Namely, they need to enable the developer to:!

•  Express control of workflow beyond communicating serial processes!

•  Express information (e.g. data dependencies) for higher-level dynamic 
control of workflow!

•  Express fine grain concurrency!

•  Express data locality / data layout!

•  Express asynchrony!

•  Express heterogeneity and hierarchy!



Charm++?!

MPI+CUDA?!

MPI+OpenACC?!HPX?!

Perspective of a typical 
application 
developer"

http://cpudb.stanford.edu !
Year!

CPU Freq (MHz)!
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Heterogeneous, hierarchical task-based 
MPMD algorithms:!

• Escape the traditional bulk !
synchronous SPMD paradigm!

• Map naturally to anticipated!
heterogeneous, hierarchical !
architectures!

• Leverage concurrency and!
heterogeneity at exascale while!
enabling novel data models, power!
management, and fault tolerance 
strategies!

Direct multi-scale embedding requires full utilization of 
exascale concurrency and locality"

FSMs!

CSM!
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•  A coarse-scale model (e.g. FEM) calls a lower length-scale model (e.g. 
polycrystal plasticity) and stores the response obtained for a given 
microstructure, each time this model is interrogated.!

Adaptive sampling techniques have been demonstrated 
under the LLNL “Petascale Initiative” LDRD."

N. R. Barton, J. Knap, A. Arsenlis, R. Becker, R. D. Hornung, and D. R. Jefferson. 
Embedded polycrystal plasticity and adaptive sampling. Int. J. Plast. 24, 242-266 (2008)!

N. R. Barton et.al.  A call to arms for task parallelism in multi-scale 
materials modeling.  Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 86, 744–764 (2011)!

•  A microstructure-
response database is 
thus populated.!

•  The fine-scale 
workload varies 
dramatically over the 
coarse-scale spatial 
and temporal domain.!

•  This requires dynamic 
workload balancing in 
a task parallel context.!
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FS queries!

FS evaluations!

464 cores: 51x speedup!

2272 cores: 97x speedup!

“A call to arms for task parallelism”"
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Sample point near 
existing model, but 
fails error tolerance:!
• Evaluate fine scale!
• Add to existing model!

?!
Kriging model 3!

Kriging model 2!
?

= linear regression model!
= fine scale evaluation!

Fine-scale responses accumulated in a database are 
interpolated (with error estimation) via a kriging algorithm. 

Kriging estimates are based on 
previously computed fine-scale responses."

Sample point too far 
from existing models:!
• Evaluate fine scale!
• Create new model!

?!

Kriging model 1!

Sample point near 
existing model and 
satisfies tolerance:!
• Just interpolate 
(saves fine-scale 
evaluation)!
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Tradeoff: re-use vs. re-computation of expensive fine-
scale model results"

On-demand fine 
scale models!

CSM!
DB$!

Adaptive!
Sampler!

FSM!

Subdomain 1!

Subdomain 2!

FSM! FSM!

Node 1!

DB$!
Adaptive!
Sampler!

Subdomain N-1!

Subdomain N!

Node N/2!
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Tradeoff: re-use vs. re-computation of expensive fine-
scale model results"

DB!

On-demand fine 
scale models!

CSM!
DB$!

Eventually 
consistent 
distributed 
database!

Adaptive!
Sampler!

FSM!

Subdomain 1!

Subdomain 2!

FSM! FSM!

Node 1!

DB!

DB!

DB$!
Adaptive!
Sampler!

Subdomain N-1!

Subdomain N!

Node N/2!
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GAP/SNAP!

•  Directly computing a potential surface from ab initio calculations!
–  Distinct from ab initio molecular dynamics!
–  GAP: Gaussian approximation potentials!

»  Bartók et al, PRL 104, 136403 (2010)!
–  SNAP: Spectral neighbor analysis potentials!

»  Aidan Thompson et al, SNL-NM!
–  Configuational database-driven dynamics!

»  Jones and Shaughnessy, SNL-CA!
•  On-the-fly kinetic Monte Carlo!

–  Henkelman and Jonsson, J. Chem. Phys. 115, 9657 (2001)!
•  Self-learning kinetic Monte Carlo!

–  Trushin et al, Phys. Rev. B 72, 115401 (2005)!
•  Self-evolving atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo!

–  Xu, Osetsky, and Stoller, Phys. Rev. B 84, 132103 (2011) !

Concurrent scale-bridging approaches are being 
pursued in other materials science contexts"

r
rcut
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ExMatEx applications: dynamic and multi-scale"
•  Each scale is a component…!

–  That dynamically interacts with other components on-the-fly (runtimes)!
•  Components can be…!

–  Serial (single thread/core)!
–  Single node!

»  Multi-core!
»  Accelerated (e.g. GPU)!

–  Multi-node!
»  Groups of the above!
»  Existing libraries!
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•  Scale bridging proxies are used to evaluate runtime requirements for:!
–  Discovery, scheduling, coordinating, communicating, detecting faults, etc.!

•  Multiple scales, potentially adapting dynamically, and communicating!
•  Each “scale” may be an X, or a DSL, or an MPI+X!

–  Runtime needs to integrate these components and orchestrate the job!
•  Working on two parallel, but complimentary approaches!

–  CoHMM!
»  Here we focus on developing dynamic codes using system services!
»  Explore additional programming models!

§  Scala, Erlang, Go, JavaScript, etc.!
§  Not typically used in HPC context!

–  ASPA (adaptive sampling)!
»  Used to specify final prototype problem and runtime requirements!

§  Speeds and feeds!

Scale-bridging proxies for runtime research"
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•  “Top-down”!
–  We have developed an Adaptive Sampling 

Proxy App (ASPA) that represents the fine-scale 
query, database lookup, and kriging 
interpolation steps.!

–  LULESH (coarse-scale) and VPFFT (fine-scale) 
proxies are coupled via ASPA to study the 
workflow for our target application problems.!

»  “Speeds & feeds”!
»  What are the frequency, number, and 

duration of fine-scale calculations?!
»  What size and type of data are 

communicated between scales?!

Our work on scale-bridging has followed two 
complementary paths."

FSMs!

CSM!

•  “Bottom-up”!
–  We have developed a tractable scale-bridging proxy (CoHMM) that represents the 

basic task-based modeling approach we are targeting.!
–  It is being used to evaluate task-based OS/runtime requirements.!
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•  CoHMM presents the basic workflow 
requirements of a scale-bridging 
materials application.!

•  A full fine scale model (FSM, e.g. a 
crystal plasticity or molecular 
dynamics model) is run for every zone 
& time step of coarse scale model 
(CSM, e.g. an ALE code).!

•  It is being used to assess basic 
requirements for task-based runtime 
systems. !

–  The original HMM* is limited by its 
predictable, uniform workload pattern.!

–  Adaptive coarsening provides a more 
dynamic and realistic workload.!

We are using the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method* 
as a scale-bridging prototype"

...!

Deformation gradient!

*Xiantao Li and Weinan E, “Multiscale 
modeling of the dynamics of solids at 

finite temperature,” J. Mech. Phys. 
Solids 53, 1650–1685 (2005)!

x!
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•  Two-scale bridging!
–  Macroscale (HMM) with!
–  Microscale (CoMD)!

•  2012 early efforts!
–  Scala!
–  Erlang!
–  “Cloud”!

•  Significantly extended in 2013!
–  Co-Design Summer School!
–  Problem made more mathematically accurate (for publication)!
–  Evaluate multiple monolithic and service-based runtime systems!
–  Multiple acceleration strategies added to test runtime features!
–  Use in-memory database for acceleration and fault tolerance!

CoHMM proxy: runtime system research"
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Co-design Summer School 
•  Los Alamos IS&T Co-Design Summer School 

–  For recruiting and advertising LANL’s co-design work 
–  Small (6), multi-disciplinary team of students 
–  50/50 mix of US/foreign national citizens 
–  Work on co-design problem 

»  2011 & 2012: CoCoMANS LDRD 
»  2013: ExMatEx 
»  2014: ASC (weapons program) 

–  Publish results 
»  Open source, reports, talks, posters 
»  Students @ SC, SIAM, nVidia GTC 

–  Enhanced CoHMM Proxies 
–  Explored multiple runtime approaches 

»  Industry 
»  Academic (including XStack) 
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Name" School" Area"
Robert Pavel! University of Delaware! CS!
Axel Rivera! University of Utah! CS!
Venmugil Elango! “The” Ohio State University! CS!
Emmanuel Cieren! Laboratoire Bordelais de Recherche en 

Informatique!
HPC!

Dominic Roehm! Universität Stuttgart! Physics!
Bertrand Rouet-Leduc! École Normale Supérieure / Cambridge! Physics!

2013 Summer School: Students"

The 2014 ExMatEx co-design summer school will be held 
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory."

"
Contact: Jim Belak (belak@llnl.gov)"
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• Al McPherson and 
Tim Germann, co-
mentors!

• Focused on various  
task-based 
programming, 
execution, and 
runtime models!

• Heterogeneous 
multiscale method 
with adaptive 
refinement and 
coarsening!

2013 Los Alamos IS&T Co-design Summer 
School"

•  Charm++!
•  CnC"
•  DART!
•  Habanero!
•  HPX!

•  Pathos!
•  Scioto"
•  Spark"
•  SWARM(+GA)!
•  Swift/T!

Execution models / runtime 
systems which were evaluated:!
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•  “Reality” of Problem!
–  Actual shock wave propagation!
–  Consistency, physical units, etc.!
–  Original problem was 1D, T=0 (one CoMD calculation, brute-force)!

•  Dimensionality!
–  2D, and real 2D!

•  Adaptivity!
–  Importance sampling on error measure (learning procedure, gradient)!
–  Kriging (interpolation, reusing points, databases)!
–  Task mapping to remove duplicated tasks usable for all symmetries!

»  Symmetric reusability (database)!
»  Pull results from database!

•  Fault Tolerance!
–  In-memory database backing CoMD particle locations!

Summer School: Improvements to CoHMM"
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Bertrand Rouet-Leduc et al, “Real-space 
adaptive sampling in multiscale 
simulation,” submitted (2014).!
Dominic Roehm et al, “Kriging-supported 
Adaptive Sampling for Non-Oscillatory 
Central Schemes,” in preparation!

0               20k        Timestep         60k              80k        100k!

New 
fine-
scale 
calcs"

Coarsening"

w/adaptive 
coarsening!

Original 
HMM 

method!

Adaptive coarsening of the macro-scale mesh"
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•  Runtime functionality enables many acceleration strategies!
–  Dynamic task launch!
–  In-memory databases for caching!

•  Acceleration strategies used in combination!
!
•  Gradient based CoMD task launch!
•  CoMD task launch short circuit!

–  Schedule all CoMD tasks per timestep!
–  Check parameters; launch those that differ!

•  CoMD database!
–  Cache previously computed CoMD results!

•  Kriging task launch short circuit!
•  Kriging database!

CoHMM acceleration strategies"
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CoHMM: visualization of accelerations"
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CoHMM: visualization of accelerations"
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•  CoMD 1.1 performance!
•  HMM (macrosolver performance, parallelization)!
•  Runtime and language overhead!

–  Spawning!
–  Load balancing!
–  Communication!

•  Database overhead and performance!
•  Solution accuracy!

–  Gradient-based and Kriging tradeoffs!
•  Papers in preparation!

–  “Spatial Adaptive Sampling in Multiscale Simulation”, Rouet-Leduc, et.al.!
–  "Kriging supported Adaptive Sampling for Non-Oscillatory Central 

Schemes”, Roehm, et.al.!
–  “Exploring and Parallelizing Heterogeneous Multiscale Modeling through Co-

Design”, Pavel, et.al.!

CoHMM: Summer School Analysis"
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•  Detailed technical analysis still in preparation…!
•  Early information and “lessons learned”!

–  Only able to scale to low-100’s of nodes!
–  Only able to scale to low-1000’s of cores!
–  Testing at 50x50 grid!
–  CoMD runs take on the order of 20 seconds!
–  Coarse-scale HMM fast, single node OpenMP!
–  Under these constraints, overheads are low!

»  Scheduling of CoMD runs!
»  Read/write performance of in-memory database!
»  Service provided by runtime systems made many, varied 

implementations possible in short amount of time (10 weeks)!
–  Must evaluate runtime system in context of current and near-term machines!

»  Will not have permissions to drastically change operations!
»  Must run within “user space” and static scheduler!

Runtime system issues"
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System" Dimension" Adaptive" Database" Fault 
Tolerant"

Status"

HPX! Bugs and lack of documentation. Triage it away.! Eval. only!
Scioto! 1D, 2D! AMR, Kriging! redis! No! OK!
Pathos! 1D! Yes! Not tested! Process! OK!
Intel CnC! 2D! No! No! No! OK!
Charm++! Synthetic benchmarks only. Evaluate load-balance.! Eval. only!
Spark! 1D, 2D! AMR, Kriging! redis! CoMD atom! OK!
Mesos! Evaluated favorably. Installation issues.! Eval. only!
Swift! 1D! No! No! Process! CoMD 1.0!
Erlang! 1D! No! No! Process! CoMD 1.0!
Scala! 1D! No! No! No! Simple MD!
“Cloud”! 1D! No! multiple! Process! CoMD 1.1!

We used the CoHMM proxy app to perform an initial evaluation of 
runtime system requirements for our scale-bridging workload."
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•  Leverage technologies usually not 
seen in scientific simulation apps!

•  Apache ZooKeeper!
–  Distribute computation to pool of nodes!

•  Node.js!
–  Launch CoMD tasks!
–  Stateless, run and exit!

•  redis!
–  NoSQL database!
–  Used to communicate results!

»  CoMD stores results!
»  1D HMM code reads results!

Can we learn from “cloud” implementations?"

/"

/nodes" /hostname:"
{online"|"shutdown}"(ephemeral)"

/tasks"

/pending"
/taskID:"

{jobID,"timeStep,"cellID,"exe,"
{addlParameters}}"(sequential)"

/running"
/taskID:"

{jobID,"timeStep,"cellID,"exe,"
{addlParameters}}"(sequential)"

/host:"
assignedHostname"(ephermeral)"

/complete:{"""}"

/complete"
/taskID:"

{jobID,"timeStep,"cellID,"exe,"
{addlParameters}}"(sequential)"
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“Cloud” architecture"

Redis!
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•  Programming model interactions are project-wide!
–  Proxy app developers!
–  Algorithm and application design; in situ viz and analysis!
–  Computer science for languages and runtime systems!

!
Three areas together represent “programming the application”:!
!
•  Node- and Component-level programming models!

–  Nuts and bolts pieces of overall multi-scale computation!
•  Domain Specific Languages!

–  Insulate science code developers from complexity of ecosystem!
•  Systemware (runtime systems)!

–  Orchestrate dynamic, multi-scale computation onto machine!

Programming Models & Systemware"
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•  Current HPC stack—developer does everything!
–  FORTRAN, C, C++, “X” (and libraries)!
–  MPI!
–  Static scheduler!

•  An ExMatEx software stack—system services provide support!
–  Node-level work still focused on “X”!
–  Dynamic, adaptive scheduling and load balancing!
–  Messaging (within language or specific API/library)!
–  Caching for fault-tolerance and demand-driven execution!

»  Can also be used for messaging!
–  Software comes from academia, vendors, commercial data center!

»  Monolithic (Charm++, X10, etc.) and service-based (cloud, web)!
•  Many of today’s successful startups use diverse software stacks!
•  Identify gaps and shortcomings in these technologies!

–  Are there areas where engineering dollars can enable adoption?!

Systemware/runtimes: programming-in-the large"
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•  Node- and component-level programming!
–  We are experimenting with, and analyzing models using proxies!
–  We are working with vendors in co-design loop!
–  We will make selections based on problem scope and requirements!

•  Domain Specific Languages!
–  We have built a new DSL infrastructure: Terra!
–  We have implemented LULESH once and are doing it again in Terra!
–  We will design a particle DSL for another component of our problem space!
–  We will investigate how to best target “cluster” backend (runtime system)!

•  Runtime systems: programming in the large!
–  Our dynamic problem demands runtime services!
–  We’ve experimented with many runtimes; they enable dynamic functionality!
–  ASPA-generated requirements will drive our selection of runtimes!

Summary"
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• Subscale models (e.g. interatomic potentials, equation of 
state and strength models) are developed from a 
combination of theory, experiment, and simulation.!
–  The specific combination depends on the developer, and may 

involve as much art as science.!

Traditional approach to subscale models: 
“sequential multiscale”"

Theory"

Experiment"

Calculations"

Do not open!
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Emerging approach to subscale models: 
“concurrent multiscale”"

DB!

On-demand fine 
scale models!

CSM!
DB$!

Eventually 
consistent 
distributed 
database!

Adaptive!
Sampler!

FSM!

Subdomain 1!

Subdomain 2!

FSM! FSM!

Node 1!

DB!

DB!

DB$!
Adaptive!
Sampler!

Subdomain N-1!

Subdomain N!

Node N/2!
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• Kriging interpolation models based on fine-scale 
calculations may be augmented by analytic models (e.g. 
near equilibrium) and/or small-scale experiments. !

Integrating experimental data (and theory)"

Theory"

Experiment"

Calculation"

DB!

CSM!
DB$!Adaptive!

Sampler!

DB!

DB!

DB$!Adaptive!
Sampler!

SD N-1!

SD N!

SD 1!

SD 2!




